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Sport of the Future 

Allianz and the Drone Racing League 
announce global multi-year partnership  
 

• Allianz becomes title sponsor of DRL races, the “Allianz World 
Championship” series 

• Races to be aired on premier broadcast channels in over 75 countries 

 
LONDON, MUNICH, NEW YORK (February 8, 2017) – Today, Allianz and the Drone Racing League 
(DRL) announced a global multi-year partnership. As the title sponsor of DRL’s race circuit, Allianz 
will leverage its motor racing heritage to bring the “Sport of the Future” to a rapidly growing 
world-wide audience. 
 
The Allianz World Championship 2017 series will consist of six races to be aired in over 75 
countries starting in June. The races will push the skills of 16 top drone pilots who will be flying 
racing drones at over 150KMH (90MPH) through a series of 3-D racecourses in iconic venues 
across Miami, New Orleans, Atlanta, Boston, Munich and London. 
 
“This is an incredibly exciting day for The Drone Racing League and a huge leap forward for 
professional drone racing,” said DRL CEO and Founder, Nicholas Horbaczewski. “To DRL, Allianz is 
bringing world-renowned brand credibility and a proud history of innovative sports partnerships, 
including an extensive tradition in auto racing, and an undeniable proof point that the sport of the 
future has arrived. The scale and long-term nature of the deal shows Allianz’s genuine 
commitment to advancing the sport and will accelerate the introduction of drone racing to 
audiences around the world.” 
 
“The pursuit of innovation and calculated risk taking are the reasons insurance was invented in 

the first place. Allianz is proud to be partnering with DRL, a true pioneer of today’s digital driven 

sports,” said Allianz SE Head of Group Market Management & Distribution Jean-Marc Pailhol.  

“Drones are already an important part of our business so we’re excited to align with DRL as they 

harness the latest technological advancements and reimagine what racing in the 21st century 

looks like.” 

 

The partnership with DRL will allow Allianz to connect with consumers of the fast growing drone 

industry. Allianz’ aviation insurer, Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty, offers a variety of drone 

insurance products for private and commercial operators, manufacturers, repairers, flight schools 
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and training facilities. Drones also play an increasing role for Allianz in regards to property claims 

assessment and agriculture insurance. 

 

For further information please contact: 
 
Allianz: Bettina Sattler – Tel. +49.89.3800-16048 – bettina.sattler@allianz.com 
DRL: Ben Johnson – ben@drl.io 
 
These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below.  

About Allianz  

Together with its customers and sales partners, Allianz is one of the strongest financial communities. More than 

85 million private and corporate customers insured by Allianz rely on its knowledge, global reach, capital strength 

and solidity to help them make the most of financial opportunities and to avoid and safeguard themselves against 

risks. In 2015, around 142,000 employees in over 70 countries achieved total revenues of 125.2 billion euros and 

an operating profit of 10.7 billion euros. Benefits for our customers reached 107.4 billion euros. 

This business success with insurance, asset management and assistance services is based increasingly on 

customer demand for crisis-proof financial solutions for an aging society and the challenges of climate change. 

Transparency and integrity are key components of sustainable corporate governance at Allianz SE. 

 

About the Drone Racing League (DRL)  

DRL is the premier drone racing circuit for elite FPV (first person view) pilots around the world. A technology, 

sports and media company, DRL combines world-class media and proprietary technology to create thrilling drone 

racing content with mass appeal. In 2017, DRL is hosting a global series of 6 races as the Allianz World 

Championship to be broadcast on ESPN, Sky Sports, ProSieben MAXX, OSN and other leading broadcast 

channels around the world. Founded by Nicholas Horbaczewski in 2015, DRL is a privately held company 

headquartered in NYC. For more information on the 2017 race season, visit www.drl.io. To join the conversation, 

follow DRL on Facebook at facebook.com/thedroneracingleague, on Twitter @DroneRaceLeague, and on 

Instagram @thedroneracingleague. 

 

Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements 

The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward-

looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those 

expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements.  

 

Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and 

competitive situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of 

financial markets (particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of 

insured loss events, including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality 

and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of 

credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange 

rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including 

related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on 

a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more 

pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.  

 

No duty to update 

The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein, 

save for any information required to be disclosed by law.  
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